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Abstract
A demonstration is given that the simplest model of quantum me-
chanics formulated on a plane non-commutative geometry endowed
with a Galilean symmetry group in which the position and linear
momentum-variable commutators are first order in the dynamical vari-
ables (and thus constitute a true Lie algebra) is incompatible with the
hypothesis of spacial isotropy.
“Civilization advances by extending the number of important operations
which we can perform without thinking about them.”
Alfred North Whitehead.
1 Introduction
The proposal to generalise Heisenberg commutation relations in order to
include mutually noncommuting position variables is not a new avenue at
all. But in recent years, the argument has received a renewed momentum
in connection with the search for a valid generalization of quantum field
theory. It is well-known that this theory gives rise to infinite quantities for
whose removal we need to put to practice renormalisation procedures. One
of these, known as the Pauli-Villars dimensional regularisation, consists in
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decreeing a cutoff in the range of values for linear momentum contributing to
the cross section. Thus, all ultraviolet contributions are removed, the finite
parte is extracted, and only at the end one makes the mentioned cutoff in
the momentum space go to zero. Such techniques are not totally free from
ambiguity and quantum field theory suffers from some problems at least of a
methodologic nature as is, e. g., the problem of the vacuum energy (related
to the value of the cosmologic constant in Einstein’s equations) or the non-
renormalizability of the quantum theory of gravitation.
Among the alternative ideas that have been coming through, (as is the
one of assuming a string structure beyond Plank’s length scale) ranks the
theory of non-commutative geometries, which occupies my attention in this
work.
The fundamental idea of this theory, expressed in a way rather more
prosaic than usual in the specialised literature, stems from the generalisation
of Heisenberg commutation relations
[Xi, Pj] = ih¯δij , [Xi, Xj] = [Pi, Pj] = 0 (1)
to a more general one of the form
[Xi, Xj] 6= 0, [Pi, Pj] 6= 0 (2)
The most famous consequence of (1) is the impossibility to prepare states
such that, once the pertinent measurements have been performed, lead to
dispersion relations for Xi and Pj simultaneously better than those given by
∆ψXi∆ψPj ≥
1
2
h¯δij (3)
as results from the more general version for two noncommuting quantum
operators A and B:
∆ψA∆ψB ≥
1
2
|〈ψ |[A,B]|ψ〉| (4)
This more general formulation, allows to generalise the uncertainty prin-
ciple in such a way that it precludes the possibility to construct states with
the position defined in a point-like manner. The fact that, following (4) for
the instance A = Xi and B = Xj with i 6= j, it is impossible to define
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both coordinates with unlimited precision, leads to ruling out all states hav-
ing a localisation probability density point-like arranged. Now, it has been
pointed out in numerous occassions the possibility that the infinities that
plague quantum theories come from an excessive idealisation consisting in
the handling of such “point-like particle states”. Should the hope for such
a spacially extended model be realised, the doors may be open to the exis-
tence of a theory finite to every order (or, at least, renormalisable,) of which
the present point-particle quantum field theory, would be but a low-energy
version or an effective field theory.
2 Noncommutativity and isotropy
In the present work, I will investigate the consistency of a certain model of
non-commutative structure for the dynamical variables in a Galilean, first-
quantised quantum mechanical scenario. More in particular, I will assume
the commutation relations in such context are of the form
[Xi, Pj] = iδij + iuijkXk + ivijkPk (5)
[Xi, Xj] = iαij + ifijkXk + igijkPk (6)
[Pi, Pj] = iβij + ilijkXk + imijkPk (7)
where the numbers αij and βij constitute real skew-symmetric matrices and
the structure constants fijk, gijk, lijk andmijk are also real and skew-symmetric
in their first 2 indices. That the dynamical-variable commutators (operators)
should lead just to first-order terms in these is not, to be sure, a logical ne-
cessity (they could be, e.g., polynomials in X and P, or perhaps more general
functions). However, it seems the most natural hypothesis to demand a clo-
sure condition or, in other words, for these dynamical variables to form a
proper Lie algebra. In order for this to be complied with, it is necessary that
such commutations produce linear combinations of the operators we started
from. As a matter of fact, the most general theory of noncommutative ge-
ometries developed by Connes et al., either assumes a more general structure
or does not make an issue of it at all. But notice that the possibility of the
occurrence of, e.g., quadratic terms in X or P would be far more serious a
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problem than it seems at first sight. Indeed, the fact that such operators
are not bounded in the test-function space, renders every successive multi-
plication of any of them problematic, as it forces us to expect very drastic
changes in the domain. Thus, the sheer writing of (1) already meets problems
in ordinary quantum mechanics, for the respective domains of the identity
operator on the one hand and the mutually isomorfic ones X and P do not
coincide. That is why, the rigorous way to write (1) is actually
[Xi, Pj] ⊆ ih¯δij (8)
in the understanding that every assignation from domain to image in the l.h.s.
are included among the assignations given by the r.h.s., but the converse not
being necessarily true. The successive multiplications of position and linear
momentum variables would then gradually “erode” the domain in such a way
that the operators corresponding to the dynamical functions f(X,P) would
not be well-defined anymore. Weyl’s version of (8) is another way of saying
the same:
exp(ia ·X) exp(ib ·P) = e−ia·b exp(ib ·P) exp(ia ·X) (9)
as results from being expressed in terms of operators free from domain-related
problems.
The central idea of the present work consists in exploring the successive
commutations of these operators under restrictions (5)-(7) using the Leibniz
rule for the commutator:
[A,BC] = [A,B]C +B [A,C] (10)
that is: “the commutator is a derivative”. We have then, on the one hand,
by directly using (5)-(7):
[Xi, [Xj , Pk]] = iujkl [Xi, Xl] + ivjkl [Xi, Pl] =
−(ujklαil + vjki)− (ujklfilm + vjkluilm)Xm − (ujklgilm + vjklvilm)Pm
and on the other hand, using (10), and also (5)-(7) again
[Xi, [Xj, Pk]] = [Xi, XjPk]− [Xi, PkXj ] =
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[Xi, Xj]Pk +Xj [Xi, Pk]− [Xi, Pk]Xj − Pk [Xi, Xj] =
ifijl [Xl, Pk] + igijl [Pl, Pk] + iuikl [Xj , Xl] + ivikl [Xj , Pl] =
−fijk − vikj − gijlβlk − uiklαjl − (fijlulkm + gijlllkm + uiklfjlm + viklujlm)Xm
−(fijlvlkm + gijlmlkm + uiklgjlm + viklvjlm)Pm
which, after identification of similar terms with respect to the former ex-
pression (I, Xi amd Pi should constitute a basis of our algebra), allow us to
obtain:
fijk + vikj + gijlβlk + uiklαjl = ujklαil + vjki (11)
fijlulkm + gijlllkm + uiklfjlm + viklujlm = ujklfilm + vjkluilm (12)
fijlvlkm + gijlmlkm + uiklgjlm + viklvjlm = ujklgilm + vjklvilm (13)
Let us Introduce now the isotropy hypothesis. This requires that, pro-
vided tijk is any among fijk, gijk, lijk, mijk, uijk or vijk, the condition:
tijk = tεijk be satisfied, where t is a scalar factor which is different (f , g,
l, m, u or v) in each case. But, that being true, (11)-(13) are transformed
into:
fεijk + vεikj + gεijlβlk + uεiklαjl = uεjklαil + vεjki (14)
(fu+ gl)εijlεlkm + u(f + v)εiklεjlm = u(f + v)εjklεilm (15)
(fv + gm)εijlεlkm + (ug + v
2)εiklεjlm = (ug + v
2)εjklεilm (16)
that is:
fεijk + gεijlβlk + uεiklαjl = uεjklαil + 2vεijk (17)
(fu+ gl)(δikδjm − δimδjk) + u(f + v)(δimδkj − δijδkm) =
u(f + v)(δjmδki − δjiδkm) (18)
(fv + gm)(δikδjm − δimδjk) + (ug + v
2)(δimδkj − δijδkm) =
5
(ug + v2)(δjmδki − δjiδkm) (19)
Let us consider now the subgroup of the Galilei group SO(3), as being
a necessary invariance group for the commutation relations (5)-(7). Such
condition is satisfied by all canonical transformations of the form
X ′i = aijXj (20)
P ′i = aijPj (21)
with ailajl = δij , leading us from (5)-(7) to the new ones
[
X ′i, P
′
j
]
=
[ailXl, ajmPm] = ailajm [Xl, Pm] = ailajm(iδlm + iuεlmkXk + ivεlmkPk) =
iailajl + iuailajmankεlmkX
′
n + ivailajmankεlmkP
′
n =
iδij + iuεijnX
′
n + ivεijnP
′
n (22)
[
X ′i, X
′
j
]
=
[ailXl, ajmXm] = ailajm [Xl, Xm] = ailajm(iαlm + ifεlmkXk + igεlmkPk) =
iailajmαlm + ifailajmankεlmkX
′
n + igailajmankεlmkP
′
n =
iailajmαlm + ifεijnX
′
n + igεijnP
′
n (23)
[
P ′i , P
′
j
]
=
[ailPl, ajmPm] = ailajm [Pl, Pm] = ailajm(iβlm + ilεlmkXk + imεlmkPk) =
iailajmβlm + ilailajmankεlmkX
′
n + imailajmankεlmkP
′
n =
iailajmβlm + ilεijnX
′
n + imεijnP
′
n (24)
Now, we know the only isotropic form of a 2-index tensor with 3-valued
indexes is αij = 0 (resp. βij = 0). Then
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αij = βij = 0 (25)
In this way, equation (17) is reduced to
fεijk = 2vεijk (26)
from which
f = 2v (27)
With these, equations (18) and (19) are somewhat simplified
(2uv+gl)(δikδjm−δimδjk)+3uv(δimδkj−δijδkm) = 3uv(δjmδki−δjiδkm) (28)
(2v2 + gm)(δikδjm − δimδjk) + (ug + v
2)(δimδkj − δijδkm) =
(ug + v2)(δjmδki − δjiδkm) (29)
The argument so far exposed is completely analogous by permutating
the parameters, due to the fact that equations (5)-(7) are symmetrical with
respect to the “duality” transformation
Xi −→ Pi, u −→ v
t(1,2) = −v, α −→ β, f −→ m, g −→ −l
Pi −→ −Xi, v −→ u
t(1,2) = −u, β −→ α, m −→ −f, l −→ g
(30)
where ut(1,2) and vt(1,2) represent the three-index tensors uijk and vijk trans-
posed with respect to their first two indices. But, as we have already seen
both tensors have to be proportional to the ε tensor, all the equations are
exactly the same as before with the shuffling indicated in table (30). All this
leads us to
m = −2u (31)
with which (29) is further simplified:
(2v2 − 2ug)(δikδjm − δimδjk) + (ug + v
2)(δimδkj − δijδkm) =
(ug + v2)(δjmδki − δjiδkm) (32)
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By contracting in (28) and (32) i with k and j with m:
gl = uv (33)
v2 = 3ug (34)
Other contractions produce either redundant conditions or identities (but
no contraction produces contradiction!).
Let us try now with other forms of commutators:
Type [P, [X,P ]] (recall that already we have α = β = 0):
[Pi, [Xj, Pk]] = [Pi, iδjk + iuεjklXl + ivεjklPl] = iuεjkl [Pi, Xl]+ivεjkl [Pi, Pl] =
−iuεjkl(iδli + iuεlikXk + ivεlikPk) + ivεjkl(ilεilkXk + imεilkPk) =
uεjki + (u
2εjklεlik − vlεjklεilk)Xk + (uvεjklεlik − vmεjklεilk)Pk
On the other hand:
[Pi, [Xj, Pk]] = [Pi, XjPk]− [Pi, PkXj] =
[Pi, Xj]Pk +Xj [Pi, Pk]− [Pi, Pk]Xj − Pk [Pi, Xj] =
−(iδji + iuεjilXl + ivεjilPl)Pk +Xj(ilεiklXl + imεiklPl)−
(ilεiklXl + imεiklPl)Xj + Pk(iδji + iuεjilXl + ivεjilPl) =
iuεjil [Pk, Xl] + ivεjil [Pk, Pl] + ilεikl [Xj , Xl] + imεikl [Xj , Pl] =
uεjik + (u
2εjilεlkm − vlεjilεklm − flεiklεjlm −muεiklεjlm)Xm+
(uvεjilεlkm − vmεjilεklm − glεiklεjlm −mvεiklεjlm)Pm
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By equaling similar coefficients as before:
uεjik = uεjki
from which the vanishing of u is inferred. The argument is valid for v as well,
and then
u = v = 0 (35)
and, substituting in (33)
gl = 0 (36)
from which one (or both) g and l has to vanish also.
But, as we have u = v = 0, from (31) and (27), we have also
m = f = 0 (37)
But lets us make a brief recapitulation before closing the argument moti-
vating the present article. So far, the only commutation relations compatible
with spacial isotropy have been reduced to the form
[Xi, Pj] = iδij (38)
[Xi, Xj] = igijkPk (39)
[Pi, Pj] = ilijkXk (40)
where one of both constants, g or l is zero. The commutation relations in the
more general isotropy-compliant instance are then, either on the one hand
[Xi, Pj] = iδij , [Xi, Xj ] = igεijkPk, [Pi, Pj] = 0 (41)
or else
[Xi, Pj] = iδij , [Xi, Xj] = 0, [Pi, Pj] = ilεijkXk (42)
Both forms are invariant under the group of transformations (20), (21).
Both provide, besides, a unique constant with dimensions of length: L1 = g
1/3
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or else L2 = l
−1/3, thus both are attractive as to the determination of a theory
with good perspectives to deal with the problem of gravitation.
Allow me to put forward the following observation as an argument that
looks quite upbeat in favour of the noncommutative-geometry idea before
facing the whole thing with a somewhat more critical mind. The question is
to try to decide oneself between both possibilities: the form given by (41) is
particularly interesting due to a rather physical argument. The uncertainty
principle (4) establishes for such election that
∆ψX∆ψY ≥
g
2
∣∣∣〈Pz〉ψ
∣∣∣ (43)
This constraint has a beautiful and intuitive interpretation: if we prepare
a particle beam in a collision state such that
〈Pz〉ψ >> h¯g
−1/3 (44)
then it will be in general impossible that it be arbitrarily small in the trans-
verse direction to the direction of collision, that is, with ∆ψX ≃ ∆ψY ≃ 0,
due to the fact that, for (43), we must have ∆ψX∆ψY >> h¯g
2/3/2. It is very
reasonable to think of this relation as playing the role of an effective cutoff
for the ultraviolet range, as it precludes the contribution of pointlike states
in the transverse direction in the dispersion relations. And it seems plausible
to use this as a working hypothesis for lack of a better phenomenological
grasp of the full-fledged noncommutative theory.
But let us look further beyond in the same direction we started from.
Indeed, we know we have not used all the information at our disposal to
maximally determine the structure constants. In order to resume, we apply
again the same procedure used to other third-order commutators, but now
with the commutation relations defining the algebra reduced to the form
(41). Let us assume, e.g., that we have l = 0, g 6= 0. That is, we apply to
the “promising so far” commutation relations (41) the iterated commutation
using Leibniz’s rule in search of consistency (or inconsistency!). On the one
hand
[Xi, [Xj , Xk]] = igεjkl [Xi, Pl] = igεjkl(iδil) = −gεjki
But, on the other hand
[Xi, [Xj , Xk]] = [Xi, XjXk]− [Xi, XkXj ] =
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[Xi, Xj]Xk +Xj [Xi, Xk]− [Xi, Xk]Xj −Xk [Xi, Xj] =
(igεijlPl)Xk+Xj(igεiklPl)−(igεiklPl)Xj−Xk(igεijlPl) = igεijl [Pl, Xk]+igεikl [Xj, Pl] =
gεijk − gεikj = 2gεijk
By identifying, as before
2gεijk = −gεjki ⇒ gεijk = 0⇒ g = 0
The argument is completely analogous to prove that l = 0. Thus, the
only commutation relations of the general form (5)-(7) consistent with spacial
isotropy in a first-quantised Galilean scenario, are Heisenberg’s; (1).
3 Final remarks
With this work I have tried to put emphasis on the dangers involved when
dwelling in intrinsic formalisms without ever bringing the arguments down to
the level of particular coordinations. Valuable though such intrinsic methods
are, it is the particular coordinations that endorse any theory with physical
content. In this sense, it is easy to browse hundreds of pages concerning non-
commutative geometries without our eyes ever meeting a single concrete ex-
pression of commutation relations in a definite, even just nominally declared,
coordinate system. It is sure that some arguments are better expressed in a
particular coordinate system than in an intrinsic manner or, at least, by
starting out from such a coordinate system in order to further consider the
freedom the theory decrees by introducing a transformation group.
On the other hand, this work is restricted to the study of the position
and momentum canonical operators on a configuration space of just one par-
ticle, that is, it is focused to drawing a model of quantum mechanics on a
flat “noncommutative manifold”. In particular, it is not a study within the
context of quantum field theory nor does it contemplate the complications of
curvature and/or connection. It has to be interpreted, thus, as a mere pre-
liminary study. Today we know that any theory aspiring to some generality
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must incorporate the feature of reducing itself to a field theory at low ener-
gies. In consequence, a more serious attempt would imply the generalisation
of (5)-(7) to the Fock space and refer them to field operators. A possible
attempt at generalising (41) could be the equal-time commutation relations
(for a bosonic field)
[ϕa(x, 0), pib(y, 0)] = iδabδ
(3)(x− y) (45)
[ϕa(x, 0), ϕb(y, 0)] = igabcpic(x− y) (46)
[pia(x, 0), pib(y, 0)] = 0 (47)
that seems more promising than the “naive” version (41) as the isotropy
argument cannot be exported to the inner space of field multiplets. The
problem now seems to be that (45)-(47) have too many free parameters with
length dimensions for a general invariance group. The reader can try these
out and check that there is no easy way in which realtions (45)-(47) can be
be consistent and nonzero.
To end these comments, let as say that it is interesting (as an argumental
whetting of experimental appetite) to think that empirical checks on the
limits to the isotropy of space could serve as an indirect test for the validity
of the noncommuative model.
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